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Resolution – Book packages in all studies 1 

 2 

On SiS's websites, it is advertised "One package - one price - At the start of the semester, we 3 

collect your curriculum in one package, at one price. The book packages has a fiscount, so 4 

this is both easier and cheaper than buying the books separately." This offer seems to be very 5 

beneficial for students' finances, but to our notice, this offer is not for everyone. We have 6 

received feedback from students who did not receive this offer, so we find it strange that this 7 

is advertised. 8 

 9 

LiberalModerat will therefore work to ensure that all students, in spite of their field of study, 10 

are offered the opportunity to purchase the entire mandatory curriculum in one book package 11 

at a reduced price. We also want to ensure that students can have different specializations 12 

within the same study program, and therefore it should be made book packages thereafter. To 13 

be able to make book package for students with different studies should not be a problem.  14 

 15 

The fact that many students prefer to use e-books is also something we want to consider. We 16 

want to give students the opportunity to purchase e-book book packages, even if students 17 

wants the entire curriculum digital or just some books. We also want to argue that SiS bok 18 

should focus on more sustainable solutions in the form of being able to offer a wide range of 19 

e-books as paper books. 20 

 21 

LiberalModerat are aware of that students can probably buy e-books elsewhere, and books in 22 

general, but we want the students' first and best choice to be at SiS bok. The income at SiS 23 

bok will benefit students later, versus buying books from other companies. 24 

 25 

Every fifth book is free at SiS bok, but we believe and wish that through the purchase of a 26 

book package the students could save more and it is also much more effective. We want 27 

students to have the opportunity to go and acquire all semester books during the short time of 28 

a 15-minute break. 29 

 30 

LiberalModerat therefore want the Executive Committee, with the help from the University of 31 

Stavanger and SiS, to work to ensure that all students, despite of their field of study, are given 32 
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the opportunity to buy book packages on SiS bok at a reduced price, and get the choice 33 

whether to buy paper books or e-books. 34 

 35 
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